To develop test and evaluate a Mobile Inspection Package (MIP) capable of surveying ship hulls, seawalls and pilings, and seafloors. The MIP will use a suite of complimentary sensors combined with a survey quality navigation system allowing the data to be geodetically referenced. 
LONG-TERM GOALS
To develop test and evaluate a Mobile Inspection Package (MIP) capable of surveying ship hulls, seawalls and pilings, and seafloors. The MIP will use a suite of complimentary sensors combined with a survey quality navigation system allowing the data to be geodetically referenced. Create manuals for operation and maintenance of the system Establish training methods and procedures USF will first mount the components of the MIP on the ROV Rosebud to facilitate rapid testing while simultaneously upgrading ROVEX to accommodate the MIP. After ROVEX has been outfitted with the MIP, evaluation of the MIP sensors and development of data products will continue. Operations will be conducted in real world conditions, that being in harbors and just outside of the ship channel.
OBJECTIVES
The topside equipment will be packaged and configured for cleaner and easier operation. From the operational experience, manuals for operation and maintenance as well as training procedures will be developed.
WORK COMPLETED
Laser line scanner, ISS camera and navigation data was collected and processed for evaluation. From the above data, 3D sun shaded (TIN) model, 2D intensity images, video frame images with laser scaling object size and area estimates, and navigation plots were developed (Figures 1,2 , and 3).
The topside equipment was simplified and refined to minimize space consumption. Manuals for maintenance and operation and training procedures are being developed. 
ONGOING TASKS
Because the DIDSON sonar has not been delivered yet, no data has been collected for processing and evaluation. Additionally, the associated documentation is ongoing.
RELATED PROJECTS
This project is for the Testing and Evaluation of the Mobile Inspection Platform. Related projects would include ONR# N00014-03-1-0708, Development of a Mobile Inspection Platform, N00014-02-1-0859, Advanced Underwater Port Security Systems, ONR# N00014-02-1-0719 and ONR# N00014-02-1-0825, Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for Homeland Defense.
